MAKE COLORADO AFFORDABLE
From gas prices to the cost of heating your home to the price of milk, chicken, and fruit at the
grocery store, Colorado has become dramatically more expensive for working families. It’s
nearly impossible for young families or teachers to buy or even rent a home in the communities
they work in. Under liberal control, middle and lower-income Coloradans have been hit the
hardest as they try to live, work, and raise a family. Conservatives will deliver a state where
families can afford their home, gas, and groceries. We will reverse the excessive fees, taxes, and
regulations that threaten to put the American Dream out of reach for many Coloradans.

What liberal politicians have given you:
•

•
•

INFLATION: Inflation is a tax. And it’s costing the average family $175 more per
month. The cost of living continues to hit record highs in Colorado. Home prices are up
by 53%, rent by 30%, and gas by 58%. Yet, liberal politicians are constantly increasing
“fees” – gas and property taxes were raised just last year. 73% of Coloradans considered
cost of living an extremely or very serious problem. It’s an even higher concern in
minority communities, with 83% of Hispanic Coloradans and 81% of Black Coloradans
extremely concerned.
ATTACK ON ENERGY: The consistent attack on energy has led to a 30% increase in
cost for natural gas and a 54% increase for propane, with families and elderly citizens
struggling to heat their homes.
JOB CRUSHING REGULATIONS: Business are suffering under higher taxes and
burdensome regulations. Colorado has gone from the #1 economy in the nation to the
33rd worst employment rate.

What Conservatives will do to solve the problems:
•
•
•
•

Repeal the gas tax and give Coloradans relief from other taxes and “fees.”
Cut the state income tax rate.
Cap how much property taxes go up each year.
Lower burdensome and unnecessary regulations so we can increase the supply of houses.

